TOOTSIE POP BUNNIES
#

Supplies Needed
#40000804 White 1 ½” Pompoms, 15 pc. (1 pk)
#40000808 Pastel Pompoms, 5 colors in small, medium & large sizes, 100 pc. (*1-2pk)
#40000468 White 6mm x 12” Chenille Sticks, 25 pc. (1 pk)
#40000912 Paste-On 7mm Wiggle Eyes, 20 pc. (1 pk)
#40000575 White Glitter 9x12” 2mm Foam Sheet (1)
**#65017149 Pink Jute Cord, 32.8’ (1 pk)
**#34780021 Blue Paper Cord, 32.8’ (1 pk)
**#65017263 Pencil Yellow Jute Cord, 32.8’ (1 pk)
**#65017149 Light Pink Jute Cord, 32.8’ (1 pk)
Tootsie Pops (1 bag or more – depending on how many bunnies you are making)
(*number of bags needed depends on how many bunnies you are making)
(**choose your colors)

Tools Needed
Wire Cutters or Flush Cutters
Scissors
Pencil
Bead Reamer or Skewer
*Hot Glue Gun (*CAUTION: Adult Supervision Required!)
Tweezers (optional but helpful for applying wiggle eyes)

Techniques to Know
Tying a Bow
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Use scissors to trim the wrapper edges at the top of the tootsie pop down to the
bottom of the stick.
2. Slide a bead reamer or skewer down through the middle of a 1 ½” pompom. Discard
the fluff that pushes out. Slide the stick of the tootsie pop through the middle of the
pompom until the pompom rests on top of the tootsie pop. Use scissors to trim the
pompom to desired size of your bunny head.
3. On the back side of the glitter paper, use pencil to sketch a pair of joined feet that will
fit underneath the tootsie pop. Use scissors to cut the pair of feet out. Turn glitter side
up and use glue gun to place a dot of glue onto the back part of the foot. Set the
bottom of the tootsie pop down onto the glue so the tootsie pop stands up.

4. Use glue gun to place dots of glue for the nose and two cheeks of the bunny. Press on a
small pink pompom on for the nose and small white pompoms for the two cheeks.
5. Use glue gun to place two dots of glue for the eyes. Use tweezers, if you have them, to
press wiggle eyes onto the glue (tweezers protect fingers from the hot glue).
6. Use glue gun to place two dots of glue for the front paws. Press medium pompoms
onto the glue (use desired color).
7. Use glue gun to place a dot of glue on the back side of the tootsie pop for the tail. Press
a large pompom onto the glue (use desired color).
8. Leaving a 1” tail, form a 1 ½ - 2” loop near one end of a white chenille stick and twist the
loop at the base. Form another 1 ½” loop next to that loop and twist the base of the
loops together. Wrap the tails of the chenille stick, in opposite directions, around the
base of the tootsie pop stick. Use wire cutters to trim the tails of the chenille stick. (A
dot of hot glue will help hold the base of the ears in place.)
9. Cut a 12” length of cord in desired color. Tie the cord middle of the cord into a bow
around the base of the tootsie pop stick or between the body and the head of the
bunny. Trim the tails of the bow.
SKILL LEVEL: Beginner (adult supervision required)
APPROXIMATE TIME: Under 30 Min. for one

